
Predictive Head-Corner Chart ParsingKlaas Sikkel 1 and Rieks op den Akker 21 GMD { Forschungszentrum Informationstechnik, FIT.CSCW,Schlo� Birlinghoven, D-53757 Sankt Augustin, Germanyemail: sikkel@gmd.de2 Dept. of Computer Science, University of TwenteP.O. Box 217, 7500 AE Enschede, the Netherlandsemail: infrieks@cs.utwente.nlAbstractHead-Corner (HC) parsing has come up in computational linguistics afew years ago, motivated by linguistic arguments. This idea is a heuristic,rather than a fail-safe principle, hence it is relevant indeed to considerthe worst-case behaviour of the HC parser. We de�ne a novel predictivehead-corner chart parser of cubic time complexity.We start with a left-corner (LC) chart parser, which is easier to un-derstand. Subsequently, the LC chart parser is generalized to an HCchart parser. It is briey sketched how the parser can be enhanced withfeature structures.1. Introduction\Our Latin teachers were apparently right", Martin Kay (1989) remarks. \Youshould start [parsing] with the main verb. This will tell you what kinds of subjectsand objects to look for and what cases they will be in. When you come to lookfor these, you should also start by trying to �nd the main word, because this willtell you most about what else to look for".Head-driven or head-corner parsing has been addressed in several publications(Proudian and Pollard, 1985; Kay 1989; Satta and Stock 1989; van Noord 1991;Bouma and van Noord 1993). As the head-driven approach is a heuristic, ratherthan a fail-safe principle, it is important to pay attention to the worst-case be-haviour. This is best taken care of in a tabular approach like the bottom-up head-driven parser by Satta and Stock. We enhance the tabular head-driven parser withtop-down prediction.The algorithmic details of the head-corner parser are not easy. Therefore wewill make some e�ort to convey the intuition behind the parser. To that end, we1



�rst de�ne a left-corner chart parser in Section 3 and afterwards generalize this toa head-corner parser in 4. A complexity analysis is given in 5. We sketch extensionwith feature structures in 6 and briey discuss related approaches in 7.2. Chart parsingChart parsing, �rst introduced by Kay (1980), is a well-known parsing techniquein computational linguistics. We will present a conventional Earley chart parserin a slightly unconventional way. Thus the reader who is familiar with the Earleyparser will get a feeling for the notation used in this chapter.We use the following notational conventions. Nonterminals are denoted byA;B; : : : 2 N ; terminals by a; b; : : : 2 �. We write V for N [ � with X;Y; : : : astypical elements. Strings in V � are denoted by �; �; : : :. A context-free grammarG is a 4-tuple (N;�; P; S), with P a set of productions and S the start symbol.The sentence to be parsed is denoted a1 : : :an. We make extensive use of placemarkers i; j; k : : :, indicating positions in the sentence. The symbol ai is locatedbetween positions i�1 and i.A chart parser is characterized by the following entities: a domain of items,that can be added to the chart by the parser using an agenda; some operatorsthat specify how combinations of items on the chart can lead to recognition ofother items; an initial chart and an initial agenda. Items represent (the existenceof) partial parse trees for the given sentence. At each step some current item isselected from the agenda, and moved to the chart. If the chart contains itemsthat, in combination with the current item, allow recognition of other items notyet present on the chart or on the agenda, these are added to the agenda. Thiscontinues until the agenda is empty.A context-free chart parser does not really construct parse trees. But a rep-resentation of all parse trees can easily be obtained when items in the chart areannotated with pointers to the items that caused their recognition. Various formsof sophistication can be added by structuring the chart or by providing a strategyto select the next item from the agenda.The Earley chart parser uses two types of items:[A! ���; i; j]: Earley items (for A! �� 2 P and 0 � i � j � n),[a; j�1; j] : terminal items, representing aj (1 � j � n).An Earley item [A! ���; i; j] is to be recognized by the chart parser i��)� ai+1 : : : aj; andS )� a1 : : :aiA for some  2 V �:The initial chart contains the terminal items representing the string.11In general we could allow that items [X;j; k], with k > j and X either a terminalor a nonterminal, are initially on the chart. These \initial" items could be constructedthen by preprocessing the input sentence by a lexical analyser, or some other substringparser. 2



When the j-th word belongs to di�erent categories, say a and b, then both items[a; j�1; j] and [b; j�1; j] are present in the initial chart. The initial agenda containsitems [S ! �; 0; 0] for all productions S !  2 P . The following operators arede�ned for the Earley chart parser:predict : for B !  2 P :[A! ��B�; i; j] ` [B ! �; j; j];scan:[A! ��b�; i; j]; [b; j; j+1] ` [A! �b��; i; j+1];complete:[A! ��B�; i; j]; [B ! �; j; k] ` [A! �B��; i; k]:The turnstyle (`) notation is a convenient shorthand, meaning that the left-handside items licence the recognition of the right-hand side item. As a running examplewe will use the sentence the cat caught a mouse, represented by the lexicalcategories *det *n *v *det *n:The example grammar is S ! NP VP ;NP ! *det *n ;VP ! *v NP :Due to lack of ambiguity, the example will nicely illustrate the di�erence betweenthe chart parsers that are presented in this chapter. Initially, the chart containsf[0; *det; 1], [1; *n; 2], [2; *v ; 3], [3; *det; 4], [4; *n; 5]g and the agenda is f[S !�NP VP ; 0; 0]g. In Table 1 the completed chart is shown (excluding terminalitems), annotated with how the items were recognized. The items can be seenas the trace of a left-to-right walk through the parse tree. This walk is shown inFigure 1, annotated with the item numbers. (In the general case things are rathermore complicated. There could be di�erent parse trees and also partial left-to-right walks of valid pre�xes that can't be extended to a parse. All trese traces areinterlaced and may partly coincide.)3. Left-corner chart parsingWe will now specify a Left-Corner (LC) parser as a chart parser; it is to be gener-alized to a head-corner parser in the next section. The deterministic LC algorithmoriginally stems from Rosenkrantz and Lewis (1970). We describe a generalizedLC parser2 for context-free grammars that is similar to, but subtly di�erent from2The term \Generalized LC" has been introduced by Demers (1977) for a ratherdi�erent concept. He generalized the notion of Left Corner, deriving a framework thatdescribes a class of parsers and associated grammars ranging from LL(k) via LC(k) toLR(k). We generalize the LC(0) parser by dropping the restriction that the grammarbe LC(0). The nondeterminism is handled by a dynamic programming technique, as inGeneralized LR parsing (Tomita, 1985). Note that the semantic ambiguity of the noun3



Table 1: The �nal Earley chart# item recognized by0 [S ! �NP VP ; 0; 0] initial1 [NP ! �*det *n; 0; 0] predict(0)2 [NP ! *det�*n ; 0; 1] scan(1)3 [NP ! *det*n�; 0; 2] scan(2)4 [S ! NP �VP ; 0; 2] compl(0,3)5 [VP ! �*v NP ; 2; 2] predict(4)6 [VP ! *v�NP ; 2; 3] scan(5)7 [NP ! �*det *n; 3; 3] predict(6)8 [NP ! *det�*n ; 3; 4] scan(7)9 [NP ! *det*n�; 3; 5] scan(8)10 [VP ! *v NP �; 2; 5] complete(6,9)11 [S ! NP VP �; 0; 5] complete(4,10)
*d ���� �����2 *nAAAA AAAAK 3 *v ������� ��������6 *d ���� �����8 *nAAAA AAAAK 9NP �����	 1������4 NPHHHHj7 HHHHY 10VPHHHHj5 HHHHY 11S

Figure 1: The Earley tree walkthe Earley parser. Scan and complete operations remain unchanged, predictingis handled di�erently. We start with a predict item [0; S] meaning that we are tolook for a constituent S starting at position 0. We proceed bottom-up, startingfrom [*det ; 0; 1]. We can \climb up" from *det to an NP because this moves usnearer to the goal S. Or, to put it more formally, because a leftmost derivationS )� NP ) *det*nexists, we may extend [*det ; 0; 1] to [NP ! *det�*n ; 0; 1].A few steps later we have recognized [S ! NP�VP ; 0; 2]. Here we set a sub-goal, represented by the predict item [2;VP]. In Figure 2 it is shown how the LCchart parser steps through a parse tree:phrase \Generalized LC parsing" duly reects the syntactic ambiguity: we are concernedwith [Generalized [Left-Corner Parsing]], whereas Demers discussed [[Generalized Left-Corner] parsing]. 4



� Steps up correspond to a scan or complete as in the Earley case.� Steps down to the leftmost child are skipped because these are implicitly en-coded in the transitive left-corner relation that is encorporated in the parser.� Steps down to non-leftmost nonterminal children correspond to setting a newsub-goal.
*d ........... �����1 *n...........AAAAK 2 *v ................ ��������5 *d ........... �����7 *n...........AAAAK 8NP ................ ������3 NPHHHHj6 HHHHY 9VPHHHHj4 HHHHY 10S

Figure 2: The left-corner tree walkIn Table 2 the �nal chart is shown of the LC chart parser that will be formallyde�ned next. Each item on the �nal chart corresponds to an arrow in the treewalk. The intuition should be clear now, and we present the formal de�nitionTable 2: The �nal LC chart# item recognized by0 [0; S] initial1 [NP ! *det�*n ; 0; 1] lc(i) (0)2 [NP ! *det*n�; 0; 2] scan (1)3 [S ! NP�VP ; 0; 2] lc(ii) (0,2)4 [2;VP] predict (3)5 [VP ! *v �NP ; 2; 3] lc(i) (4)6 [3;NP] predict (5)7 [NP ! *det�*n ; 3; 4] lc(i) (6)8 [NP ! *det*n�; 3; 5] scan (7)9 [VP ! *v NP�; 2; 5] complete (5,8)10 [S ! NP VP�; 0; 5] complete (3,9)rather terse. The left corner of a production is the leftmost symbol in the right-hand side of that production (and " for an empty production). We write A >` Uif A has left corner U 2 (V [ f"g) We write >�̀ for the transitive closure of >`.Hence we have, for example, S >�̀ *det .The LC chart parser uses the following kinds of items:5



[i; A] : predict items,[B ! ���; i; j]: Earley items (but only those with � 6= " or � = � = "),[a; j�1; j] : terminal items as usual.The initial chart contains the terminal items representing the sentence, the agendais initialized to f[0; S]g. The operators of the LC chart parser are de�ned as follows.We distinguish separate left-corner (lc) operators for left corners a, C, and ".lc(i): for A >�̀ B, B ! a� 2 P :[i; A]; [a; i; i+1] ` [B ! a��; i; i+1];lc(ii): for A >�̀ B, B ! C� 2 P :[i; A]; [C! �; i; j] ` [B ! C��; i; j];lc(iii): for A >�̀ B, B ! " 2 P :[i; A] ` [B ! �; i; i];predict :[B ! ��C�; i; j] ` [j; C];scan:[B ! ��a�; i; j]; [a; j; j+1] ` [B ! �a��; i; j+1];complete:[B ! ��C�; i; j]; [C ! �; j; k] ` [B ! �C��; i; k]:Thus we have characterized the LC chart parser by de�ning the initial chart andagenda and the operators. The reader may verify that these operators produce thechart shown in Table 2 for our example sentence. For a proof of the correctness ofthe algorithm we refer to Sikkel and op den Akker (1992) or Sikkel (1993).4. Head-Corner chart parsingWe introduce the head-corner chart parser by analogy to the left-corner parser.While the LC parser makes a left-to-right walk through a parse tree, the HC parsermakes a head-�rst walk through a parse tree3, as shown in Figure 3. With thisvery simple idea in mind we can �x the formal details.A context-free head grammar is a 5-tuple (N;�; P; S; r), with r a function thatassigns a natural number to each production in P . Let jpj denote the lengthof the right-hand side of p. Then r is constrained to r(p) = 0 for jpj = 0 and1 � r(p) � jpj for jpj > 0. The head of a production p is the r(p)-th symbol ofthe right-hand side; an "-production has head ". It is up to the grammar writerto choose heads for the productions.In a practical notation, we give a head grammar as a set of productions withthe heads underlined. We have extended the example grammar to a head grammarwith the following head assignments:3In the general case, to be precise, the HC parser makes interlacing and partiallycoinciding walks through all full parse trees, as well as \valid in�xes" starting from afeasible lexical head of the sentence. 6



*d ........... �����9 *n...........AAAAK 8 *v ................ ��������1 *d ........... �����4 *n...........AAAAK 3NP �����	 7������10 NPHHHHj2 HHHHY 5VP...........HHHHY 6S
Figure 3: The head-corner tree walkS ! NP VP ;VP ! *v NP ;NP ! *det *n :The relation >h is de�ned by A >h U if there is a production p = A ! � 2 Pwith U the head of p; the transitive and reexive closure of >h is denoted >�h.Hence we have, for example, S >�h *v . For the head-corner parser we distinguishthe following kinds of items:[l; r; A] : predict items[B ! ����; i; j]: double dotted (DD) items,[a; j�1; j] : terminal items.A predict item [l; r; A] will be recognized if a constituent A is being looked for thatmust be located somewhere between l and r. Such a constituent should eitherstretch from l to some j (if we are working to the right from the head of someproduction) or from r downto some j (if we are working to the left from the headof some production), with l � j � r. A double dotted item [B ! ����; i; j]is recognized if there is a goal [l; r; A] such that A>�hB, l � i, j � r and� )� ai+1 : : :aj has been established.The initial chart contains the terminal items that represent the string as usual;the agenda is initialized with a single predict item [0; n; S]. If the string is correct,we will be able to derive an item [S ! ��; 0; n]. The operators, are de�ned asfollows. We distinguish three di�erent head-corner (hc) operators for terminalheads b, for nonterminal heads C and for heads being ".hc(i): for A >�h B, B ! �b 2 P , l < j � r:[l; r; A]; [b; j�1; j] ` [B ! ��b�; j�1; j];hc(ii): for A >�h B, B ! �C 2 P , l � i � j � r:[l; r; A]; [C ! ���; i; j] ` [B ! ��C�; i; j];7



hc(iii): for A >�h B, B ! " 2 P , l � j � r:[l; r; A] ` [B ! ��; j; j];predict : for A >�h B, l � i � j � r:[l; r; A]; [B ! �C���; i; j] ` [l; i; C];[l; r; A]; [B ! ����C; i; j] ` [j; r; C];scan: for A>�hB, l < j � k � r:[l; r; A]; [a; j�1; j]; [B ! �a���; j; k] ` [B ! ��a��; j�1; k];[l; r; A]; [B ! ����a; i; j�1]; [a; j�1; j] ` [B ! ���a�; i; j];complete: for A>�hB, l � i � j � k � r:[l; r; A]; [C ! ���; i; j]; [B ! �C���; j; k] ` [B ! ��C��; i; k];[l; r; A]; [B ! ����C; i; j]; [C ! ���; j; k] ` [B ! ���C�; i; k]:Head-corner analysis of the example sentence illustrates how the chart parser mayjump up and down the sentence. The completed HC chart is shown in Table 3.Each item corresponds to a step in the head-corner tree walk for the parse of ourexample sentence, cf. Figure 3.Table 3: The �nal HC chart# item recognized by0 [0; 5; S] initial1 [VP ! �*v �NP ; 2; 3] hc(i) (0)2 [3; 5;NP] predict(0,1)3 [NP ! *det�*n�; 4; 5] hc(i) (2)4 [NP ! �*det *n�; 3; 5] scan (2,3)5 [VP ! �*v NP�; 2; 5] complete (0,1,4)6 [S ! NP�VP �; 2; 5] hc(ii) (0,5)7 [0; 2;NP] predict(0,6)8 [NP ! *det�*n�; 1; 2] hc(i) (7)9 [NP ! �*det *n�; 0; 2] scan (7,8)10 [S ! �NP VP�; 0; 5] complete (0,6,9)5. Complexity analysis and further optimizationsThe number of items that can be recognized is O(n2), but the work involved foran arbitrary current item is more than linear. The most problematic operation iscomplete (with scan as a special sub-case) with 5 place markers involved. Completecan be reduced to 3 place markers with some special extra bookkeeping. As aconsequence, the number of place markers involved in scan and predict will dropfrom 4 to 3. We keep a goal table, in the form of a CYK table, for storage of thepredicted goals. Whenever an item [l; r; C] is predicted, we write a C in goal tableentry (l; r). Furthermore, we write a C in every entry (i; j) with l � i � j � rin which no C is present. A typical case is presented in Figures 4 and 5. A goal8



[1; 7; C] is to be added, the entry (1,7) is marked � in Figure 4. One adds Csymbols column by column, stopping each time when an C is found. In Figure 5 a� indicates the entries where an C is written and + indicates the entries that wereinspected but already contained an C. During the course of the algorithm onlyO(n2) C symbols are written, per symbol only O(n) entries are inspected thatalready did contain C. Using the goal table, the place markers l; r in the completecan be replaced by i; k. 0123456788 (left)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 (right)C C CC CC C CC CC C C C CC C CC CC�

Figure 4: Adding [1; 7; C] to the goal table: : :0123456788 (left)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 (right)C C CC +C + +C CC + + + CC C CC CC� � � � �� � �� � �� � �Figure 5: : : : successful (�) and unsuccessful (+) accessesUsing the goal table as explained above, one can straightforwardly verify thatthe overall complexity in the length of the sentence is O(n2) space and O(n3) timeas usual, assuming that the chart is structured likewise as a triangular matrix.When the size of the grammar is taken into account the analysis gets somewhatmore complicated. For the sake of brevity we only state the results. A detailedanalysis is given by Sikkel (1993). For an optimal worst-case complexity we haveto make a small change to the implementation and represent fully completed DD9



items [A ! ���; i; j] by CYK items [A; i; j]. An Earley chart parser | using thesame optimization | has a time complexity O(jGjn3), with jGj the number ofproductions multiplied by the average length of a production. Without predictionthe HC parser has a time complexity of O(jGjrn3), with r the size of the longestproduction. This extra factor r is because we use double dotted, rather than sin-gle dotted items. Prediction usually speeds up a parser but may slow it down inpathological cases. In the worst case it adds a factor jN j, the number of nontermi-nal symbols, yielding a time complexity of O(jN jjGjrn3). The space complexityis O(jGjrn2) for the chart and agenda, and O(jN j2� jN jj�j) for storage of the >�hrelation in tabular form.The obtained worst-case complexity is optimal, in the sense that all complexityfactors are properly accounted for. The factor jN j in addition to an optimal Earleyparser is a necessary consequence of (the worst-case behaviour of) prediction. Thefactor r for right-hand side length can be eliminated by a simple optimization:� When an item [A ! ��B�; i; j] has been recognized by the head-cornerrule, with � 6= " 6= , it should be expanded either to [A ! ��B�; h; j]or to [A ! ��B�; i; k] but not both; from either one a completed item[A ! ��B�; h; k] can be obtained. This idea is taken from Satta and Stock(1989).By imposing the restriction that right expansion is to be allowed only for itemsthat cannot further expand to the left, the time complexity is reduced by a factorr to O(jN jjGjn3).A large percentage of computing time can be saved by adding some moresophistication to the algorithm. Another optimization that can be added straight-forwardly is the following:� A predicted item should �t to the left, �t to the right, or both. This can beexpressed by using predict items of the form [= l;= r; A], [� l;= r; A] and[= l;� r; A] with the obvious interpretation. For example, if A>�hX and Xoccurs only at the left (i.e., if A)� X�) then [X; i; j] �ts to [= l;� r; A] onlyif i = l. The head-corner operator can be adapted accordingly.If the grammar is limited to Chomsky Normal Form, the �rst saving doesn't applybut the second is more e�ective. Further optimizations are possible, but beyondthe scope of this chapter.6. Extension with feature structuresFeature information according to any uni�cation based grammar can be added torecognized items. For bottom-up composition of constituents this is straightfor-ward. Using feature information for top-down prediction is more subtle, as we canonly use so-called transitive features. A feature is transitive if every constituentshares the feature with its head. Hence, a constituent transitively shares such afeature with its lexical head. This is important, because sub-goals are parsed fromthe lexical head upwards. If, for example, a VP has been found with agreement3sg (third person singular), then the NP that is set as a goal must also have agree-10



ment 3sg. Because agreement is a transitive feature, only a noun with agreement3sg can be the lexical head.Practically this works as follows. Double dotted items [B ! ����; i; j] arereplaced by items [l; r; A;B! ����; i; j], with A the predicted goal symbol. Thetransitive features of A are shared with B. If we have an item [l; r; A;A! ���; l; j]we can unify the predicted and parsed A if the nontransitive features match aswell.7. Related approachesThe left-corner chart parser of Section 3, although rather di�erent in style of pre-sentation, is closely related to the predictive chart parsing framework introducedby Kay (1980). First ideas of generalized LC parsing, although not under thatname, can be traced back to Pratt (1975). A left-corner style parser in Prologwas presented by Matsumoto et al. (1983). This BUP parser is limited to acyclic,"-free grammars. Nederhof (1992) de�nes a generalized LC parser by analogy tothe generalized LR parser of Tomita (1985). Nederhof's parser is more e�cientthan our LC chart parser, but it doesn't generalize to HC.The head-driven parser of Satta and Stock (1989) is similar to ours, but doesnot make use of prediction. The use of a head-driven approach to enhance thee�ciency of prediction was �rst suggested by Kay (1989).The context-free head grammars in Section 4 should not be confused with HeadGrammars as introduced by Pollard (1984). that handle discontinuous constituentsby means of \head wrapping". (Van Noord, 1991) describes a Prolog implemen-tation of a head-corner parser for languages with discontinuous constituents.Bouma and van Noord (1983) have experimented with various parsing strate-gies for uni�cation grammars and conclude that for important classes of grammarsit is fruitful to apply parsing strategies that are sensitive to the linguistic notionof a head.A Head-Corner parser for typed feature structures has been implemented byMoll (1995). It is used as a parser in an experimental natural language dialogueSystem. See op den akker et al. (1995) for more details.8. ConclusionsWe have given a formal treatment of a predictive head-corner parser. The item-based description of (predictive) chart parsers is a useful formalism for such aformal treatment. This is exempli�ed by the fact that we cover grammars with"-productions with hardly any additional e�ort, while these are usually left outfor the sake of simplicity. Enhancing a head-corner chart parser with predictionis new.It cannot be stated in general that the head-corner approach is more e�cientthan the (generalized) left-corner approach or other parsers. It is indeed a heuris-tic, that can be expected to be e�ective when most of the feature information ofa constituent is located in the head. Hence, because it is a method based on aheuristic, rather than a fail-safe principle, it is important to consider what hap-11
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